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bram stoker from dracula 1897 wildbilly dk - bram stoker from dracula 1897 these extracts are from chapters 2 8 the
entire book comprises 27 chapters jonathan harker a young solicitor s clerk from england and one of the narrators in the
novel is on his way to transylvania to, vlad tepes the historical dracula - introduction most authorities believe the
character of dracula in bram stoker s novel was based upon the historical figure vlad tepes pronounced tse pesh who
intermittently ruled an area of the balkans called wallachia in the mid 15 th century he was also called by the names vlad iii
vlad dracula and vlad the impaler, prince charles heir to dracula s blood line telegraph - prince charles heir to dracula s
blood line the romanian tourist board is to use links between the british royal family and count dracula to lure in uk tourists it
has emerged
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